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Simultaneous measurements of oxygen pressure, composition, and electrical conductivity have been 
conducted in Pr10018kX (epsilon) and PrO-X (alpha) phases, between Prg016rx (zeta) and Pr10018tx 
phases, and between PQO,~~~ (iota) and PrO-, phases. In Pr10018+x phase, the predominant defects are 
assigned to be neutral oxygen interstitials and neutral or doubly charged oxygen vacancies, and 
electrical conduction is thought to be governed mainly by the concentration of 7-coordinated pra- 
seodymium ions, which are the easiest sites for hopping electrons between Pr3+ and W+ ions. In 
PIO*-~ phase, the electrical conductivity increases with oxygen pressure and the OPr ratio and the 
predominant defects are assigned to be neutral oxygen interstitials, indicating that oxygen vacancies 
are ordered in a short range and this phase is expressed by PIO,.~~+~ rather than PrOmX in the region 
measured. The electrical conductivity-composition measurement, as well as the oxygen pressure- 
composition measurement, shows a reproducible hysteresis loop between Prs016*-r and Pr10018~x and it 
is discussed in terms of a domain model. 

1. Introduction 

The intermediate praseodymium oxides 
form a fluorite-related homologous series, 
PrnOZn-2, with a narrow range of nonstoi- 
chiometry and ordered structures at low 
temperatures (1-3). An epsilon (n = 10) 
phase belongs to this homologous series 
with ordered oxygen vacancies along (21i)r 
forming a superlattice, but its b and c axes 
are different from odd numbered members 
such as the iota (n = 7) and zeta (n = 9) 
phases (I). At higher temperatures and 
higher oxygen pressures, a widely nonstoi- 
chiometric disordered phase, Prop-, (al- 
pha), with the fluorite structure (3-5) be- 
comes stable. The phase diagram of 
praseodymium oxides system by Hyde et 

al. (3) has been shown in the preceding pa- 
per (6). 

In the preceding study (6), the defect 
structures and the mechanism of electron 
conduction in Pr70ukX and PrYOiGtx phases 
and the hysteresis between Pr,Ou and 
PrpOie phases have been discussed on the 
basis of the results of simultaneous mea- 
surements of oxygen pressure, composi- 
tion, and electrical conductivity. From the 
composition-pressure relation and the pres- 
sure dependence of the diffusion constant 
(7), the predominant defects in Pr,OukX and 
PrY016kX phases have been thought to be 
neutral oxygen interstitials and doubly 
charged oxygen vacancies. From the elec- 
trical conductivity-composition relation, it 
has been found that the electrical conduc- 
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tivity shows a maximum at the hyperstoi- 
chiometric Pr7012+r and a minimum at the 
hypostoichiometric PQO,~-~. This behavior 
has been discussed on the basis of the hop- 
ping mechanism (8-10) between the or- 
dered sites Pti’ and W+ in the Pr7012-cx and 
Pr9016kX phases (6). 

The composition-pressure measurements 
of phase transformations between the inter- 
mediate phases have shown that reproduc- 
ible hysteresis loops are found when the 
phase reaction cycle is completed between 
two phases (3-6, 23-18). A hysteresis in 
the electrical conductivity-pressure mea- 
surement between the iota and zeta phases 
as well as in the composition-pressure mea- 
surement was observed in the preceding 
study and it has been discussed in terms of 
a domain model in the two-phase region (6). 

In this paper, simultaneous measure- 
ments of oxygen pressure, composition, 
and electrical conductivity have been made 
in the Pr10018~X and Pr02-x phases, between 
the Pr9016+X and Pr10018+X phases, and be- 
tween the Pr7012kX and Pr02-X phases, and 
the defect structure, electrical conduction, 
and the hysteresis loop in these phases 

have been discussed from the results of the 
three simultaneous measurements. 

2. Experimental 

Oxygen vapor pressure and the O/Pr ra- 
tio were determined by the pressure mea- 
surement with a mercury manometer and 
the electrical conductivity was measured 
by the usual four probe method, simulta- 
neously. To obtain the good sensitivity in 
the O/Pr ratio measurement, the sample 
amount and the dead volume of a sample 
tube were taken as much as possible and as 
small as possible, respectively. The details 
of the apparatus and the sample have been 
described in the preceding paper (6). 

3. Results 

Simultaneous measurements of oxygen 
pressure, composition, and electrical con- 
ductivity were made for the epsilon phase 
(PrlOO1s+,) along oxidation and reduction 
paths in an isothermal condition at 778 K, 
since this phase is stable only below about 
800 K as seen from the phase diagram. The 
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FIG. 1. Composition-pressure plot in the epsilon phase (Pr10018rX) at 778 K; 0, LI oxidation; l , A 
reduction. A solid line and a broken line represent Eqs. (1) and (2), respectively. 
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FIG. 2. Electrical conductivity-pressure plot in the epsilon phase at 778 K; 0, A oxidation; 0, A 
reduction. 

composition-pressure and electrical con- 
ductivity-pressure relations are shown in 
Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. The O/Pr ratio 
was determined as a deviation from 1.714, 
which is taken as a reference at 808 K and 
13.3 Pa in the same way as described in the 
previous paper (16). The composition-pres- 
sure relation is similar to the cases for 
Pr70ukX and Pr90,6kX, but the electrical 
conductivity-pressure relation is different 
from the cases for Pr,012kX and Pr,O,,,,; 
log o-log P plot shown in Fig. 2 does not 
show a linear relationship and the slope is 
somewhat larger compared with the cases 
of PI-~O,~~~ and Pr9016*X. At low pressures, 
a hysteresis between oxidation and reduc- 
tion paths is seen in Fig. 2 which is due to 
the appearance of two-phase mixture of the 
zeta (Pr9016kX) and epsilon (Pr10018J 
phases. 

A full isothermal hysteresis loop in the O/ 
Pr ratio-pressure curve at 778 K was ob- 
served between the zeta and epsilon phases 
as shown in Fig. 3 where oxidation was 
started at the iota phase, but reduction 

ended at the zeta phase, because a reduc- 
tion rate in the process from the zeta to the 
iota was very low at this temperature. This 
hysteresis loop at 778 K is in good agree- 
ment with that obtained by the thermo- 
gravimetric study by Sugihara et al. (27). 
The electrical conductivity-composition 
curve along the hysteresis loop between the 
zeta and epsilon phases at 778 K obtained 
by the simultaneous measurement is also 
shown in Fig. 4. It shows a behavior similar 
to the case between the iota and zeta 
phases; the conductivity shows a maximum 
at the Pr9016+X p hase, decreases as the O/Pr 
increases in the two-phase region with a 
hysteresis loop, and increases again in the 
epsilon phase. 

The composition-pressure (OIPr-P), elec- 
trical conductivity-pressure (a-P), and 
electrical conductivity-composition (a-O/ 
Pr) curves obtained by the simultaneous 
measurements at 903, 913, and 923 K for 
the alpha phase (PrOz-,) are shown in Figs. 
5, 6, and 7, respectively. The OIPr-P plots 
(Fig. 5) show parabolic curves at three dif- 
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FIG. 3. isothermal hysteresis loop between the zeta and epsilon phases at 778 K; 0, A oxidation; 0, 
A reduction. 

ferent temperatures. The log u-log P plots The O/PI--P plot between the iota and al- 
(Fig. 6) show straight lines with slopes pha phases at 923 K is shown in Fig. 8, 
0.042,0.040, and 0.041, at 903,913, and 923 where a reproducible hysteresis loop is 
K, respectively. The log a-O/Pr plots (Fig. seen in the two-phase region. The hystere- 
7) show that the electrical conductivity in- sis loop is wide near the iota phase and be- 
creases with the O/Pr ratio. comes narrower with the increasing O/Pr 
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FIG. 4. Electrical conductivity of praseodymium oxides along the hysteresis loop between the zeta 
and epsilon phases at 778 K; 0, A oxidation; 0, A reduction. 
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FIG. 5. Composition-pressure plot in the alpha phase 
at 903, 913, and 923 K; 0, A, 0 oxidation; 0, A, W 
reduction. Solid lines represent Eq. (3). 

ratio, which is consistent with the one ob- 
served by the thermogravimetric study at 
986 K (5). The conductivity-O/Pr plot be- 
tween the iota and alpha phases is shown in 
Fig. 9; the conductivity shows a maximum 
in the hyperstoichiometric iota phase, and 
decreases slightly in the two-phase region 
as the O/Pr ratio increases, then increases 
again in the alpha phase. No hysteresis loop 
is observed in the two-phase region in this 
case. 

4. Discussion 

4.1 Defect Structure of the Epsilon 
(PriOO1skx) and Alpha (Pro,-,> Phases 

(a) Defect Structure of the Epsilon Phase 

The epsilon phase belongs to the even 
numbered members of homologous series 
Prn02n-2, which possess the common a and 
c axes, but the different b axis (I). The even 
and odd numbered members have the com- 
mon a axis (21i)r, but are different in the b 
and c axes. The unit cell of PrloOla (Pr40O72) 
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FIG. 6. Electrical conductivity-pressure plot in the 
alpha phase at 903,913, and 923 K; 0, A, Cl oxidation; 
0, A, n reduction. 

is made up of four pairs of oxygen vacan- 
cies per the unit cell (Pr40072). A model for 
the Pr10018 structure is shown in Fig. 10, 
based on the model by Tuenge and Eyring 
(2), where one-fourth of the unit cell is 
shown. In the nonstoichiometric epsilon 
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FIG. 7. Compositional dependence of the electrical 
conductivity in the alpha phase at 903,913, and 923 K; 
0, A, 0 oxidation; 0, A, n reduction. 
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FIG. 8. Hysteresis loop between the iota and alpha 
phases at 923 K. A broken line represents the equilib- 
rium or the hypothetical equilibrium curve due to Eq. 
(3); 0, A oxidation; 0, A reduction. 

FIG. 8. Hysteresis loop between the iota and alpha 
phases at 923 K. A broken line represents the equilib- 
rium or the hypothetical equilibrium curve due to Eq. 
(3); 0, A oxidation; 0, A reduction. 

phase, the nonstoichiometric parameter 6 
of Pr01.800+s can be expressed by the defect 
model of neutral interstitials and neutral va- 
cancies as Eq. (l), and by that of neutral 
interstitials and doubly charged vacancies 
as Eq. (2): 

6 = [Oi] - [Vo] = KlP$ - K2POl’*, (1) 

6 = [Oil - [Vb] = KIPgz - K2P&:/6, (2) 

where [Oil, [V&j, and [ V”o] are the concen- 
trations of neutral oxygen interstitials, neu- 
tral oxygen vacancies, and doubly charged 
oxygen vacancies, respectively, and K1 and 
K2 are constants independent of oxygen 
pressure. The fittings of Eqs. (1) and (2) to 
the composition-pressure curve are shown 
in broken and solid lines, respectively, in 
Fig. 1, where both fittings are good. It is 
concluded from these results that one of the 
point defects is assigned to be the neutral 
oxygen interstitial, but the charge of the ox- 
ygen vacancy cannot be determined unam- 
biguously. 

(b) Defect Structure of the Alpha Phase 

The composition-pressure plots in the al- 
pha phase (Pro,-,) shown in Fig. 5 fit very 
well to the following parabolic equation as 
shown in solid lines: 

2 - x = 1.780 + K(P - P#*. (3) 

0.22 - 

FIG. 9. Electrical conductivity of praseodymium oxides along the hysteresis loop between the iota 
and alpha phases at 923 K. 0, A oxidation; 0, A reduction. 
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0.0 Oxygen 
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FIG. 10. A model for the structure of the epsilon 
phase (PrlOOu). One-fourth of the unit cell (Pr.,,&) in 
a projection along [21i]r = [lOOI, is shown. Small cir- 
cles represent rows of metal atoms, and larger circles 
are rows of oxygen atoms, where the same size circle 
represents the same level. The shaded circles repre- 
sent oxygen vacancies. Numbers marked at metal po- 
sitions represent the coordination numbers of cations. 

This relationship indicates that PO is a hy- 
pothetical equilibrium pressure at a hypo- 
thetical stoichiometric composition O/Pr = 
1.780 and it is found to be 4.7, 5.6, and 6.7 
kPa at 903, 913, and 923 K, respectively; K 
is a constant independent of pressure found 
to be 5.382 X 10m3, 4.927 x 10m3, and 4.438 
X 10e3 Pa-‘” at 903,913, and 923 K, respec- 
tively. Equation (3) at 923 K is also shown 
in a broken line in Fig. 8 including the hypo- 
thetical equilibrium curve below 9 kPa. It is 
noted that the hypothetical equilibrium 
pressure at the hypothetical stoichiometric 
composition corresponds to the lowest 
pressure of the appearance of the alpha 
phase in the oxidation branch along the 
hysteresis loop as seen in Fig. 8. The good 
fitting to Eq. (3) indicates that the predomi- 
nant defects of the alpha phase are neutral 
oxygen interstitials, since the O/Pr ratio in- 

creases with a square root of oxygen pres- 
sure. The small slopes in log u-log P plots 
in the alpha phase shown in Fig. 6 would 
support this conclusion. Jenkins et al. (19) 
have suggested the presence of a short- 
range ordering in the alpha phase. The pres- 
ence of the hypothetical stoichiometric 
composition PrO1.78o would indicate that 
oxygen vacancies are not distributed ran- 
domly but are highly ordered in a short 
range probably with a structure similar to 
the Pr90thtx phase judging from its compo- 
sition. The alpha phase in this region, there- 
fore, could be expressed as PI-O~.~~,,+~ rather 
than Pr02-X. 

4.2 Electrical Conduction in the Epsilon 
and Alpha Phases 

(a) Comparison of the Electrical 
Conductivity among the Iota, Zeta, and 
Epsilon Phases 

Honig et al. (IO) measured the Seebeck 
coefficient and the electrical conductivity 
of praseodymium oxides using a single 
crystal sample over a wide range of the O/ 
Pr ratio and found that the Seebeck coeffi- 
cient changed its sign from negative to posi- 
tive around Pr01.75 with the increase of the 
O/Pr ratio and that the electrical conductiv- 
ity showed a maximum around PrOr.7~. 
They discussed the electrical conductivity 
of praseodymium oxides on the basis of 
hopping mechanism and the assumption 
that Pti+ and Pr“’ ions are randomly dis- 
tributed in the praseodymium oxides (ZO- 
12), but our preceding study (6) has re- 
vealed that their model is not sufficient to 
describe the electrical conduction of pra- 
seodymium oxides because of the assump- 
tion that the mobility of charge carriers is 
independent on sites. It is then reasonable 
to assume in the same way as the preceding 
paper (6) that the mobilities of charge carri- 
ers are different due to the three kinds of 
praseodymium sites with different coordi- 
nation numbers resulting from the ordered 
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TABLE I 

RELATIONSHIPBETWEEN THE ELECTRICAL 
CONDWTIVITY(U)ANDTHE NUMBEROF 

7-CooriowwEo PRASEODYMIUM IONS PER UNIT 
VOLUME (PI-(~)) IN PrTO12, Pr9016, AND Pr10018. 

u Ratio Pr(7)* Ratio of 
(S cm-‘) of u (nm)-’ E(7) 

F’@n 0.141” (838 K) I.0 20.44 1.0 

pr9016 0.055 (778 K) ’ 
0.115” (838 W o 816 17 82 

’ 
0.872 

PrlOOlS 0.048 (778 K) 0.712 14.65 

r? From Ref. (6). 
* Calculated from the data in Ref. (I). 

0.717 

structures of praseodymium oxides. The 
coordination numbers of the ordered metal 
positions in the epsilon phase can be ob- 
tained from a model based on the results by 
Tuenge and Eyring (2), and they are 
marked at the metal positions in Fig. 10. 
Praseodymium ions of Pri,,O,s in one-fourth 
of the unit cell are composed of 

Pr(6) x 1 + Pr(7) x 6 + Pr(8) x 3, (4) 

where Pr(n) means a praseodymium ion 
surrounded by n O*- ions. Pr(6) is thought 
to correspond Pr3+, Pr(8) is PIA+, Pr(7) is 
either Pr3+ or PI+‘+ and would be regarded to 
be Pti.j+ as an average. Then for another 
expression of Pr10018, we obtain 

(Pr3+ . P$+ * I%$+) 0:s. (5) 

Pr(7) or P?.5+ site among Pr(6), Pr(7), and 
Pr(8) is considered to be the easiest one to 
jump to or from, because this site is either 
Pr3+ or Pti’ and the average valence is 
3.5+. Then, as a first approximation, we 
assume that the electrical conductivity of 
intermediate praseodymium oxides is pro- 
portional to the concentration of Pr(7) in a 
unit volume. Experimental data of the elec- 
trical conductivity and the unit cell volume 
for Pr70i2, Pr90L6, and Pr1,,0i8 are listed in 
Table I, and the ratios of the electrical con- 
ductivities are compared with those of the 
concentrations of 7-coordinated praseody- 

mium ions per a unit volume. It is seen from 
the table that the both ratios are in good 
agreement. The electrical conductivity thus 
can be correlated with the concentration of 
7coordinated praseodymium ions as a first 
approximation. 

(b) Electrical Conduction in the 
Nonstoichiometric Epsilon Phase 

The electrical conductivity is also 
thought to be dependent on the point de- 
fects in the epsilon phase, because the log 
cr-fog P and cr-O/Pr plots show considerable 
increases of the electrical conductivity with 
oxygen pressure and the O/Pr ratio as seen 
in Figs. 2 and 4, respectively. The predomi- 
nant point defects in the epsilon phase 
would be neutral oxygen interstitials ac- 
cording to Eqs. (1) and (2) and Fig. I. The 
presence of neutral oxygen interstitials 
would cause an increase in the probability 
of hopping between Pr3+ and IV+ ions, but 
the mechanism is not clear at present. 

The slope of log a-log P plot is 0.005 in 
the iota phase, 0.031 in the zeta phase, and 
the relation becomes nonlinear with a larger 
slope in the epsilon phase. Although the 
quantitative interpretation of this fact is dif- 
ficult, the increase of the electrical conduc- 
tivity due to the addition of neutral oxygen 
atoms would be more effective for samples 
with the lower electrical conductivity. 

(c) Electrical Conduction in the Alpha 
Phase 

The log a-log P plots shown in Fig. 6 
show positive slopes and log u in Fig. 7 
increases with the O/Pr ratio in the alpha 
phase, where electrons are major charge 
carriers (n-type). These behaviors are op- 
posite to the usual point defect model and 
the model proposed by Honig et al. (ZO), 
indicating that oxygen vacancies are not 
random even in the alpha phase. In the al- 
pha phase, no long-range ordering structure 
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has been observed, but a short-range order- 
ing of vacancies is suggested by Jenkins et 
al. (19) from the measurement of partial 
molar entropy of the alpha phase. Tuller 
and Nowick (20) measured the electrical 
conductivity of a disordered CeOz-, phases 
as a function of the O/Cc ratio and it was 
found that the electrical conductivity 
showed a broad flat maximum around x = 
0.10. They suggested that a high degree of a 
short-range order was present in the re- 
duced fluorite phase at higher values of x, 
and that these locally ordered configura- 
tions served to immobilize some of the car- 
riers. Since the alpha phase is a high tem- 
perature phase of iota (n = 7), zeta (n = 9), 
epsilon (n = lo), delta (n = ll), and beta (n 
= 12) in the homologous series Prn02n-2, 
the short-range ordered structure in the al- 
pha phase would be composed of a basic 
unit common to the structures of the ho- 
mologous series. The facts that the predom- 
inant point defects are neutral oxygen inter- 
stitials and that a log a-log P plot showing a 
slight positive slope is commonly observed 
in the alpha phase and the low temperature 
phases (iota, zeta, and epsilon) would sup- 
port this statement. From the structural 
point of view, the common feature of the 
homologous series is the presence of paired 
oxygen vacancies along (111) direction in 
the fluorite structure and these paired oxy- 
gen vacancies would be the basic unit of a 
short-range ordered structure in the alpha 
phase. The presence of paired oxygen va- 
cancies creates various coordination num- 
bers of praseodymium ions Pr(6), PI-(~), and 
Pr(8) and the concentration of Pr(7) would 
mainly determine the magnitude of the elec- 
trical conductivity in the alpha phase as in 
the phases iota, zeta, and epsilon. 

4.3 Chemical Hysteresis between the Zeta 
and Epsilon and between the Iota and 
Alpha Phases 

According to the preceding study (6), a 

nearly symmetrical hysteresis loop in the 
electrical conductivity-composition curve 
as well as in the composition-pressure 
curve has been obtained between the iota 
and zeta phases. It has been proposed as a 
domain model that islands of layers extend- 
ing to c direction common to the iota and 
zeta lattice intergrow coherently from the 
matrix phase, and the islands-matrix tex- 
ture is dependent on the path of the hyster- 
esis loop. This domain model is considered 
to be consistent with the models on hyster- 
esis presented previously (18, 21-23). 

The electrical conductivity-composition 
curve between the zeta and epsilon phases 
shows a hysteresis loop similar to the case 
between the iota and zeta phases as shown 
in Fig. 4, indicating that the gross feature of 
the domain distribution is the same as the 
case between the iota and zeta phases. 
However, it is noted that the hysteresis 
loop is not symmetrical in this case; it is the 
widest around O/Pr = 1.794 and becomes 
narrower in lower and higher O/Pr compo- 
sitions. An islands-matrix transition seems 
to occur at about 70 ~01% of the zeta phase 
in the oxidation path, but it is not clear in 
the reduction path. The zeta (n = 9) and 
epsilon (n = 10) phases belong to the same 
homologous series enOzne2 with the com- 
mon a axis along (21 l)r, but possess differ- 
ent b and c axes, because the zeta phase 
belongs to the odd-numbered series and the 
epsilon phase belongs to the even-num- 
bered series (I). The degree of coherency 
between the zeta and epsilon phases may 
not be so strong as that between the iota 
and zeta phase, which may result in the un- 
symmetrical hysteresis loop in the electri- 
cal conductivity-composition curve. 

The hysteresis loop in the electrical con- 
ductivity-composition relation between the 
iota and alpha phases would possibly exist, 
but it cannot be recognized in Fig. 9, since 
the magnitudes of the electrical conductiv- 
ity for the iota and alpha phases are nearly 
the same. 
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